GOOD NEWS

GUARDS
RANGERS



identify the difference between the Gospels and the gospel,



list significant events in the Easter story,



participate in a gospel presentation,



have an opportunity to respond to the gospel.
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Having completed this badge members will be able to:
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

CATEGORY
Spiritual

1. Understand the difference between the Gospels and the gospel.
2. Identify key events in the Easter story.

TIME FRAME
Four weeks

3. Participate in a course that explores the gospel.
4. Reflect on the gospel and its implication for your own life.

AIM
To present the
gospel story and
give SAGALA
members the
opportunity to
respond to it.

There are no devotions provided for
this badge because of the nature of the
badge content.

Australia Eastern Territory
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Teaching ideas
Introduction
Whilst there are other opportunities to present the gospel to members (e.g.
Decision Week) this badge aims to provide a comprehensive focus on the gospel.
It needs to be handled sensitively as it will be the first time that some members
will have heard the gospel and they will need time to think about what they’ve
heard.
Some members may have previously accepted Jesus as Lord and Saviour, however
they should participate in this badge and their experience may be helpful to
others in the group. One or more of these members might be encouraged to talk
about how they came to know Jesus and what He means to them (i.e. share their
testimony) and so help others to see the difference Jesus makes to our life.
Research shows that people need to hear the gospel several times before they
make a meaningful response to it. For some of your members this might be the
first time they have heard the gospel whilst others may have heard it several
times. Be sensitive to all the members by endeavouring to gauge where they see
themselves in relationship with Jesus.
It is not a requirement of the badge to accept Jesus as Saviour but only to reflect
on the gospel and have an opportunity to respond.
Members who have already accepted Jesus may respond again during this badge
work. This is very acceptable because it is evidence of a desire to move closer to
Jesus – something that should be encouraged and celebrated.
In the ‘response time’ allow members to respond individually and privately, rather
than a group response. Encourage members who respond to speak with you or
another leader so that follow up can be done.
You might consider completing the Helping a child respond to Jesus course which
is available as a distance or seminar course. Ask your corps’ officer or DYCS for an
application form.

,

1. Understand the difference between the Gospels and
the gospel.

Distribute Bibles and direct members to the first four books of the
New Testament. These books – Matthew, Mark, Luke and John – are
known as the Gospels. Some members may have already covered this in
Adventurers/Sunbeams, but there may be others who don’t know this
information.
The word ‘gospel’ means ‘good news’. These four books tell the good
news of Jesus, the Son of God and describe His birth, life, teaching, death
and resurrection.
Direct members to some or all of the following Bible references or assign
the passages to different members to read and briefly explain what the
passage is about. The passages briefly cover the birth, life, teaching,
death and resurrection of Jesus. The different Gospels are used to
emphasise the point that each of the four Gospels tells the story of Jesus
from different viewpoints.
Copy and distribute Handout 1 and note that Guards/Rangers 14+ must
complete all questions on the sheet. The answers to the questions are
as follows:
Read Luke 2:1 - 5.
Who was the governor of Syria when Jesus was born? (Quirinius)
Where did Joseph have to go for the census? (Bethlehem)
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Teaching ideas
What happened to Mary there? (She gave birth to Jesus.)
Read Matthew 11: 4 - 6.
List three things that John’s disciples were told that confirmed Jesus
was the one they were waiting for. (The blind see, the lame walk, lepers are
healed, the deaf can hear, the dead are raised to life, the poor are hearing the
good news.)
Discuss what these activities say about who Jesus is. (These acts mean
that Jesus is God as they are activities that only God can do.)
Read John 19:16 - 18, 28 - 30.
Where was Jesus crucified? (Golgotha, or The Place of the Skull)
What were Jesus’ last words? (‘Everything is done’ (CEV) or ‘It is finished’.)
Read Mark 16: 1 - 7.
What had God done with Jesus? (Raised Him to life again.)
Who were the first people to confirm this? (Mary Magdalene, Salome and
Mary the mother of James)
Read Luke 1:26 - 35. (14+ only)
How was Jesus conceived and why is this important? (The Holy Spirit
came upon Mary. This shows that Jesus is the Son of God.)
Read Luke 23:39 - 43. (14+ only)
Describe the conversation between Jesus and the criminals and why is it
important to us? (One of the criminals recognised his guilt and asked Jesus
to forgive him. In the same way we need to recognise our guilt at disobeying
God and ask His forgiveness.)
The good news (or gospel) that Jesus brought was that God loved the
world and was heartbroken that humanity no longer honoured Him
but had rejected Him. Jesus came from God to restore the broken
relationship between God and humanity and to restore God’s Kingdom
(His rule or authority) on Earth. How Jesus did this is the subject of
Badge requirement 3.

,

2. Identify key events in the Easter story.

Present the Easter story in a meaningful and relevant way. The aim here
is to provide members with knowledge of the events surrounding Jesus’
death and resurrection which is foundational to the gospel presentation
in badge requirement 3. Here are some ideas to present the story.



Leader’s resource 1 can be photocopied to allow the leader to cut
the responsive reading into sections for each reader or as a handout
for the whole group.
Assign each member one or more of the following sections to
read and provide them with the items as indicated below. Allow
the members to bring their item to a table or display area at the
appropriate time. The members respond with the words indicated
below.
Leader or member: Matthew 26:14 - 16
1st person (silver coins): I bring silver to the table to remind us of
God sold for the price of a slave. May we always use our money
wisely and never hurt another human being with it.
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Teaching ideas
Leader or member: Matthew 26: 36 - 39
2nd person (a small tree): I bring a tree to remind us of a Man’s
struggle in a garden to do the will of God. Though we too might
struggle, may we also obey God’s perfect will.
Leader or member: Mark 15:6 - 15
3rd person (a whip/rope possibly inlaid with jagged pieces of
rock, brick and metal): I bring a whip to the table to remind us
of the Sacrifice who let His back be striped with blood so that we
could be healed. May we always look for Your healing and spread it
to comfort a suffering world.
Leader or member: John 19:2 - 3
4th person (a crown of thorns or the stem of thorned rose bush):
I bring a crown of thorns to the table to remind us of the King who
ruled from a cross. May we always follow His example and lead by
serving one another in love.
Leader or member: John 19:23 - 24
5th person (dice and a vest): I bring dice and a vest to the table to
remind us of the Generous One who was stripped naked in love. He
gave everything He had for us. Help us to be generous to Him and
to each other.
Leader or member: Luke 23: 32 - 35
6th person (some nails): I bring nails to the table to remind us of a
Loving Heart, full of forgiveness, who, as the nails were hammered
into Him prayed for His torturers. Give us the strength to forgive as
He did.
Leader or member: Mark 15:33 - 36
7th person (a sponge filled with vinegar): I bring a sponge to the
table to remind us of a Thirsty Man. May we always be thirsty for
justice and God’s Kingdom.
Leader or member: Luke 23:45 - 46
8th person (cross): I bring a cross to the table to remind us of the
Strong Body of the Messiah, weakening and dying on the cross.
Help us use whatever strength we have to serve Him by serving
others.
Leader or member: Mark 16: 1 - 7
9th person (large stone): I bring a stone to the table to remind us
of the Living One who was raised from death to life again. May we
live to know and love Him.


Show an appropriate film clip (e.g. the Jesus video or the Matthew
series – Please Note: The Passion of the Christ is considered too
graphic for this age group and therefore not recommended.)



Involve members in a dramatic retelling of the Easter story.

Craft Ideas


Use small nails and a small block of wood to make a cross. Solder
the nails in the shape of a cross and hammer the vertical nail into
the wood.



Use Leader’s resources 2 and 2a to make a cross from paper.
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Teaching ideas


,

Use Leader’s Resource 3 to make a palm cross. If you can’t find
palm leaves, try calling a florist shop to ask if you can purchase
some or cut strips of green poster board 60-65 centimetres in
length and one centimetre at the widest part, tapering to a point
at the end.

3. Participate in a course that explores the gospel.
It is important that members participate as fully as they can in this
requirement, rather than simply listening and/or viewing a gospel
presentation. Encourage members to ask questions and respond as they
feel is appropriate – which may be to reject the gospel at this time.
Choose an appropriate and comprehensive gospel presentation to work
with; you may need to choose which sessions to present. The following
resources are available from Christian bookshops. Be sure to obtain both
leader’s guides and participant’s books for all resources. They are for
small groups of about six people and recommended chapter/questions
are noted, though you may choose to add or delete other chapters or
questions.
Youth Alpha – chapters titled Who is Jesus?; Why did Jesus die?
Cross Examination – chapters D, E, and F.
Discovering Jesus (by Tim Hawkins) – Chapter 1 questions 1 - 7
		
Chapter 2 questions 1 - 7
		
Chapter 3 questions 1 - 3
		
Chapters 4 & 5
Some of these programs include opportunities for participants to respond
to the gospel. These opportunities would meet badge requirement 4.
The ideal is to hold one session from the course each week. This will
determine the duration of the whole badge. It is important that the
course isn’t rushed but that members are allowed time to participate
and reflect. An alternative is to use a course as the focus of a weekend,
or couple of consecutive weekends, in a camp setting.
Because of your relationship with members you are ideally suited to lead
any of these courses. However if you need assistance and/or support
consider sharing the teaching with other SAGALA leaders, your corps
officer, chaplain, Youth Co-ordinator, youth group leader, Tribe Leader/
Corps Cadet Counsellor, DYCS or other youth worker. If inviting a guest
presenter be sure that he/she relates well to your group and can make
connections with other corps’ discipleship activities and programs (e.g.
Tribe, youth Bible studies).

,

4. Reflect on the gospel and its implication for your
own life.
If you have used a program in badge requirement 3 that provided
opportunities for members to respond to the gospel then this
requirement will have been accomplished.

Members may not respond to the gospel during the time of this badge
and leaders are not to be concerned by a lack of positive response. As
indicated earlier, for some members this may be the first time they
have heard the gospel and are a little overwhelmed or unclear about its
implication, others may respond in another setting like Sunday worship
or Decision Week or as they reflect and respond in their own time.
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Teaching ideas
Whether or not the course you used included a response opportunity
you may like to include other opportunities for members to reflect on
the gospel and make a response. Here are some ideas and no doubt you
and other leaders will have other ideas also.
In all instances where members write their private thoughts, ensure
them that names are not needed and that all paper will be destroyed or
they can keep it. No one will be asked to share their thoughts with the
whole group; this is an experience between the individual and God.


Provide pen and writing paper for members to write a letter to
God. The letter might mention how the individual feels about God,
an apology if that is appropriate, requests for help to follow and
serve God. Letters may either be kept by members or destroyed
appropriately.



Provide pens and note paper for members to list their sins. Attach
these notes to a cross, placed in a bin or other idea and then
destroyed (e.g. burnt).



Using boxes of various sizes erect a wall. Build the wall in front
of some symbol representing God, e.g. candle, cross or Trinity
symbol.
A Trinity symbol – the three
circles represent God the
Father, God the Son and God
the Holy Spirit.
Be sure to explain the meaning of the symbol before building the
wall and try to build the wall high enough to hide the symbol
behind it. On the boxes write, or allow members to write, the
things that separate us from God, e.g. specific sins, disinterest
about God, hurt inflicted by God’s people, lack of knowledge
about God, indifference toward God, disappointment with God,
guilt, cynicism, fear of God. Allow a few minutes for members to
think about the specific things that prevent them from having a
relationship with God. If you wish, invite members to write their
thoughts on paper and place the paper inside a box. Explain how
we are separated from God by the things listed on and in the boxes.
Pray the following prayer (or display it for those who wish to pray
it as well).
Lord God, we want to know You but so many things get in our
way. We sometimes feel so guilty for the things we’ve done
wrong. We are so sorry. We sometimes feel that these things
are like a brick wall between You and us and we find it hard
to know You. Please forgive us for the wrong things we have
done, and forgive us when we should have done what is right
but failed to do so. Jesus, reach out and break down the wall
and meet us now. We pray in Jesus’ name. Amen.

If it is appropriate you might like to invite members to kick the wall
down as a symbol that the relationship between them and God is
restored.
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Teaching ideas
For those members who make positive responses to Jesus be sure to
provide follow up in the form of home visits (to help members inform
their parents/carers), phone calls, provide appropriate discipleship
material (e.g. Tribe preparation course, Tim Hawkins’ discipleship
training courses) and link respondents to other corps’ discipleship
activities (e.g. Tribe, Bible study group). Help members to understand
that this is the beginning of a lifetime of learning to live like Jesus and
of following Him.
Be sure to record ‘first time’ and other positive responses to your corps’
officer so they can be recorded on the Decision Week and corps statistic
reports, and record them on the annual SAGALA evaluation report.
The reason decisions should be reported is to encourage others and to
celebrate the new birth into God’s Kingdom.
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Leader’s resource 1
Guards/Rangers
Responsive reading
Leader or member: Matthew 26:14 - 16
1st person (silver coins): I bring silver to the table to remind us of God sold for the price of a
slave. May we always use our money wisely and never hurt another human being with it.
Leader or member: Matthew 26:36 - 39
2nd person (a small tree): I bring a tree to remind us of a Man’s struggle in a garden to do
the will of God. Though we too might struggle, may we also obey God’s perfect will.
Leader or member: Mark 15:6 - 15
3rd person (a whip/rope possibly inlaid with jagged pieces of rock, brick and metal): I
bring a whip to the table to remind us of the Sacrifice who let His back be striped with
blood so that we could be healed. May we always look for Your healing and spread it to
comfort a suffering world.
Leader or member: John 19:2 - 3
4th person (a crown of thorns or the stem of thorned rose bush):
I bring a crown of thorns to the table to remind us of the King who ruled from a cross. May
we always follow His example and lead by serving one another in love.
Leader or member: John 19:23 - 24
5th person (dice and a vest): I bring dice and a vest to the table to remind us of the
Generous One who was stripped naked in love. He gave everything He had for us. Help us
to be generous to Him and to each other.
Leader or member: Luke 23:32 - 35
6th person (some nails): I bring nails to the table to remind us of a Loving Heart, full of
forgiveness, who, as the nails were hammered into Him prayed for His torturers. Give us the
strength to forgive as He did.
Leader or member: Mark 15:33 - 36
7th person (a sponge filled with vinegar): I bring a sponge to the table to remind us of a
Thirsty Man. May we always be thirsty for justice and God’s Kingdom.
Leader or member: Luke 23:45 - 46
8th person (cross): I bring a cross to the table to remind us of the Strong Body of the
Messiah, weakening and dying on the cross. Help us use whatever strength we have to
serve Him by serving others.
Leader or member: Mark 16:1 - 7
9th person (large stone): I bring a stone to the table to remind us of the Living One who was
raised from death to life again. May we live to know and love Him.
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Leader’s resource 2
3D Cross Paper Craft
Materials:
		
		
		
		
		

template – Leader’s Resource 2a
construction paper
scissors
OPTIONAL: Crayons (or paint, markers, etc)
string, thread, ribbon or wool

Instructions
Print Leader’s Resource 2a for all members.
Cut out the template pieces (2 for each cross).
Cut on the dotted line right up to the centre and down to the centre for each matching cross
piece.
Slide the cross together, top to bottom.
Glue a ribbon or thread onto the top (or hole punch a small hole and tie a ribbon through.

Alternatives
Instead of simply colouring the template why not try:
glitter or glitter glue
Salt Drip
3 parts flour
		
1 part salt
		food colouring
		water
Mix together 3 parts flour, 1 part salt, food colouring, and enough water to make
a dripping consistency but not too runny. Use a popsicle stick to drip onto paper
shapes. Will dry hard and sparkly.



If you want your cross to be two-sided, print two templates out and glue matching cross
together back to back. Do everything else as directed.  
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Leader’s resource 2a
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Leader’s resource 3
Palm Leaf Cross
Supplies: One palm leaf strip about 60 - 65 cms in length, 1 cm width, tapering to the end.

Step 1

Fold the palm leaf down, about
12 - 15 cms from the bottom.

Step 2

Step 3

Step 5

Step 4

Step 6

Step 7

Step 10

Tuck in the
tapered end
of the palm
leaf and pull it
through.

Step 8

Step 11

Step 9

Step 12

Turn the cross
over. This is the
front view.
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Handout 1
Guards/Rangers
Read Luke 2:1 - 5.
Who was the governor of Syria when Jesus was born?
___________________________________________
Where did Joseph have to go for the census?
___________________________________________
What happened to Mary there?
___________________________________________

Read Matthew 11:4 - 6.
List three things that John’s disciples were told that confirmed Jesus was the one they were
waiting for. Discuss what these events say about who Jesus is.
___________________________________
__________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Read John 19:16 - 18, 28 - 30.
Where was Jesus crucified?___________________________________________________
What were Jesus’ last words?_________________________________________________
Read Mark 16:1 - 7.
What had God done with Jesus? ______________________________________________
Who were the first people to confirm this? ______________________________________
Guards/Rangers 14+ years
Read Luke 1:26 - 35.
How was Jesus conceived and why is this important?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Read Luke 23:39 - 43.
Describe the conversation between Jesus and the criminals and why is it important to us?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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